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ABOUT IBTTA 
The International Bridge, Tunnel and Turnpike Association (IBTTA) is the worldwide association for the owners and operators 
of toll facilities and the businesses that serve them. Founded in 1932, IBTTA has members in 26 countries on six continents. 
Through advocacy, thought leadership and education, members are implementing state-of-the-art, innovative user-based 
transportation financing solutions to address the critical infrastructure challenges of the 21st Century. 
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INTRODUCTION / EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
In the spring/summer edition of the Tolling & Mobility Newsletter 2018 we will give you an overview of new exciting 
topics in the fields of Moving Smarter, Tolling and Interoperability, Technology, Finance and Funding as well as Policy 
and Legislation. The following summary reviews the highlights of Africa, Asia and Oceania, Europe, North and South 
America. 

Moving Smarter: The term and concept of a smart city is in everyone’s interest. In Africa, the “smartness” of Lagos is 
in seeing technology as an enabler for development and Nairobi uses ITS to handle congestion and move smarter. 
Asia’s smart city market is burgeoning and the ambitions for smart city innovations are increasing. In Europe, the 
Austrian mobility research is heading in the right direction according to the Transport Research Arena 2018 in Vienna. 
In Barcelona trials for an electric car sharing project are carried out. In North America a Connected Vehicle Platform was 
set up to operate more efficiently in emergency situations. In South America Airbus and Audi are offering an end-to-end 
transportation to have a seamless and convenient travel experience and the smart city initiatives are therefore steadily 
developing. 

Tolling and Interoperability: Africa worries about the e-toll collection, because it is a significant risk to the local 
agency. In Jakarta toll fees are increasing in order to ease traffic congestion and Saudi Arabia plans to toll some parts of 
the highways. In Europe, Croatia will introduce a new toll collection system, Slovenia has implemented an electronic 
tolling system called DARSGO and Amsterdam is about to toll the cars in the city center. In North America Kapsch is 
going to replace the existing roadside tolling equipment and deliver a system to Georgia which enables electronic toll 
and parking transactions. 

Technology: In Africa, a smart mobility system app raises a high funding amount whereas a newly invented speed 
gadget can tame road carnage. In Dubai, drivers will soon use a digital number plate and in Singapore the electronic 
road pricing system turned 20. In Europe, Sweden unveils an electrified road to charge the vehicle while driving. In UK 
the growth of MaaS app is increasing. In North America artificial intelligence solutions should help to reduce delays 
while the Canadian government is investing in electric vehicles. 

Finance and Funding: In Africa, new road projects are acquired as well as carried out and road developments receive 
funding to improve the transport infrastructure. In Asia, toll road operators are worried about the revamp of toll charges 
because it would have an impact on concessionaires and on national finances. Whereas in Australia federal funds will 
help to finance transport infrastructure upgrades. Taking a closer look to Europe, in Slovenia the bidding is strong for the 
construction of the second Karawanks tunnel tube and in Germany there was a lorry toll increase in 2018. North 
America continues testing and developing on vehicle-miles traveled fee systems and is also worrying about uncollected 
tolls and fees. In North America, the funding for an infrastructure project in Puerto Rico has been secured. In South 
America a time extension for financing a highway project in Paraguay has been requested. 

Policy and Legislation: An African organization has to struggle with major internal governance issues whereas the 
regional manager of SANRAL prefers extending the cooperation with the road industry. In Asia, a successful conclusion 
of contract for a highway project in India was achieved and a Vietnamese toll road operator requests to raise 
investments. In Europe a toll dispute was set with the German government and the European Commission published the 
3rd mobility package to modernize Europe's transport system. In North America, there are disagreements in raising 
federal fuel taxes and whether a vehicle mileage tax should be pursed. In South America the Brazilian Federal 
Government would like to implement road projects, but is facing some setbacks and Colombia has to face the struggle 
of the complex construction of a dual carriageway. 
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MOVING SMARTER 
AFRICA 
SMART LAGOS: STATUS, PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES  
www.howwemadeitinafrica.com/smart-lagos-status-prospects-and-opportunities/ 

Lagos, the commercial capital of Nigeria, is a source of mixed emotions for its more than 20 million inhabitants. All 
suffer one grief or another from the city’s punishing traffic jams, noise pollution from ubiquitous standby-generators, 
and so on. The Lagos Development Plan (2012-2025) embodies what the authorities hope to achieve over the next 
decade. The “smartness” in Lagos Smart City or Lagos, the smart city, is in seeing technology as an enabler for 
development, whether it is in the provision of infrastructure, security or investment incentives, with the goal being to 
make Lagos attractive to investors who would then create much needed jobs. There have been some laudable initiatives 
by the government with regards to transport infrastructure, like the completion of one of the phases of a city railway 
(albeit not yet operational), reform of the bus mass transit system, expansion and tolling of a key highway in conjunction 
with the private sector (a first) and so on. 

NAIROBI LOOKS TO ITS TO EASE TRAVEL PROBLEMS 
www.itsinternational.com/categories/utc/features/nairobi-looks-to-its-to-ease-travel-problems/ 

Shem Oirere looks at plans to tackle chronic congestion in the Kenyan capital – where commuters can typically expect it 
to take up to two hours to complete a 15km journey. Traffic jams in the Kenyan capital, Nairobi, are estimated to cost 
the country $360 million a year in terms of lost man-hours, fuel and pollution. According to Wilfred Oginga, an engineer 
with the Kenya Urban Roads Authority (KURA), the congestion has been exacerbated by poor regulation and enforcement 
of traffic rules, the absence of adequate traffic management systems and poor utilization of existing road facilities. 

ASIA AND OCEANIA 
AMADEUS TAKES AIM AT ASIA’S BURGEONING SMART CITIES MARKET 
www.ttgasia.com/2018/05/07/amadeus-takes-aim-at-asias-burgeoning-smart-cities-market/ 

Asia’s Smart Cities market is burgeoning, and Amadeus Asia-Pacific is firing on all cylinders to be the leader in the 
travel and tourism segment that holds the promise of millions of dollars’ worth of contracts. Amadeus identifies at least 
three Smart Cities projects in Singapore, Thailand’s Eastern Economic Corridor and Hong Kong that it wants ‘in’ and 
believes two cities in Australia will also soon offer opportunities. In Singapore, it is already in talks with the Economic 
Development Board, Singapore Tourism Board and Changi International Airport, according to Simon Akeroyd, Amadeus 
Asia-Pacific’s vice president, corporate strategy and business development. 

DIDI’S EXPANSION OUT OF CHINA SHOWS AMBITION FOR SMART CITY INNOVATION 
http://techwireasia.com/2018/04/didis-expansion-out-of-china-shows-ambition-for-smart-city-innovation/ 

UBER’s rival in China is moving fast. Didi Chuxing, hailed as China’s Uber is trying to make a mark in the international 
market by buying its way around the globe. As it edges Uber off the international market, its sights are set on developing 
its fleet and technology. With the amount of investment Didi is pouring into various countries worldwide, it could 
promote smart city development much quicker than anticipated. 
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EUROPE 
TRA 2018: MOBILITY RESEARCH IN AUSTRIA DEFINITELY HEADING IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION 
www.traconference.eu/tra-2018-mobility-research-in-austria-definitely-heading-in-the-right-direction/ 

Transport Research Conference concludes that more cooperation and experience bring trust in new technologies. 
According to international researchers at the Transport Research Arena (TRA) 2018, which ended mid-April in Vienna, 
Austria’s transport research is well on track and internationally competitive. The high number of national initiatives are 
viewed very positively, as they bring a great deal of experience and help innovative transport systems to be implemented 
in the best possible way. Experts see mobility research and development heading generally in the right direction across 
the EU. 

BARCELONA: SEAT TRIALS CAR-SHARING EVS 
www.fleeteurope.com/en/smart-mobility/spain/news/seat-trials-car-sharing-evs 

In Barcelona, Seat is providing 100 of its Mii citycars (electric version) for a car-sharing project. The cars will be 
available for use by the 1,000 employees of the Seat Metropolis: Lab and the business network Pier 1, which involved 
incubators and start-ups. The cars will be reserved via an app that creates a digital ‘key’ for entry. The range of the Mii 
is 160 km and it can be recharged by rapid posts in 35 minutes. Seat believes that by 2025 some 36 million people 
worldwide will be making use of car-sharing services. 

NORTH AMERICA 
IDEX LAUNCHES CV PLATFORM TO AID EMERGENCY SERVICES 
www.itsinternational.com/categories/utc/news/idex-launches-cv-platform-to-aid-emergency-services/ 

US equipment provider Idex Fire & Safety has launched a connected vehicle platform to help first responders working in 
fire and emergency medical services carry out safer and more efficient operations. Captium, built on the Microsoft Azure 
Government cloud platform, is intended to allow responders to share key data via a web and mobile dashboard, offering 
secure over-the-air updates. Jeff Zook, marketing manager for connected solutions at Idex, says: “Real-time access to 
the health of networked electrical controllers, multiplexing systems and water flow components can help save valuable 
time." 

FORD’S ‘SMART MOBILITY’ IS STILL A LONG WAY FROM PROFITABLE  
www.forbes.com/sites/greggardner/2018/04/26/fords-smart-mobility-is-still-a-long-way-from-
profitable/#3a16e6b2784c 

In its first-quarter earnings, Ford Motor reported it lost $102 million during the period on its Smart Mobility segment. 
During a January presentation to analysts the company said that segment lost about $300 million for all of 2017. This 
comes as Ford is exiting such unprofitable businesses as small and midsize car production in North America, and 
reevaluating whether it should remain in South America or Europe. Ford deserves credit for the transparency about its 
sizable investments in self-driving cars, ride-sharing, shuttle services intelligent highways and multi-mode 
transportation. Rival General Motors Co. has been perceived as a leader in these areas without sharing the related 
impact on its bottom line. 
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SOUTH AMERICA 
FROST & SULLIVAN REPORT GLOBAL SMART CITIES TO SURPASS $2 TRILLION BY 2025  
www.digitalsignagetoday.com/news/frost-sullivan-report-global-smart-cities-to-surpass-2-trillion-by-2025/ 

Smart cities are expected to create a market value of more than $2 trillion by 2025, according to a report by Frost & 
Sullivan. The growth of AI is a key driver of this market. In Latin America, many cities including Mexico City and Buenos 
Aires are currently developing smart city initiatives. In Brazil, smart city projects will make up almost 20 percent of the 
$3.2 billion IoT market in the country by 2021, according to the report. 

AIRBUS AND AUDI PARTNER ON AIR AND GROUND MOBILITY SERVICES 
www.itsinternational.com/sections/transmart/news/airbus-and-audi-partner-on-air-and-ground-mobility-services/ 

Airbus’ on-demand helicopter Voom and Audi vehicles will provide São Paulo and Mexico City with an end-to-end 
transportation service for air and ground this summer. The companies say they intend to offer users a seamless and 
convenient travel experience. Voom has already been trialed in São Paulo as part of a strategy to help ease congestion 
by making helicopter travel more accessible and affordable. The service also became available in Mexico City from 
March 2018. CityAirbus, an electric vertical take-off and landing vehicle, is scheduled to be operational before the end 
of the year. 

TOLLING AND INTEROPERABILITY 
AFRICA 
POOR COLLECTION OF E-TOLLS POSING THREAT TO SANRAL’S FUTURE  
http://ewn.co.za/2018/04/20/poor-collection-of-e-tolls-posing-threat-to-sanral-s-future-parly-told 

The South African National Roads Agency (Sanral) says the poor collection of e-tolls is posing a threat to its future as a 
going concern. It’s told Parliament’s Transport Committee that it’s awaiting a political directive on what to do about e-
tolling. But despite recent indications to that effect, Deputy Transport Minister Sindi Chikunga stopped short of 
confirming that they will be scrapped. She says that budget cuts to Sanral are a serious concern and that economic 
growth cannot be expected if roads are not properly maintained. Sanral says that the impasse over e-tolls in Gauteng is 
posing a significant risk to the agency. Chief executive officer Skhumbuzo Macozoma says an R128 billion in investment 
has been lost due to resistance to tolls in other provinces. 

STAGE SET FOR TOLLING ON MAJOR ROADS 
www.businessdailyafrica.com/news/539546-4263196-lllrt9z/index.html 

The expected award of a lucrative multi-billion-shilling tender for the construction of the Nairobi-Nakuru-Mau Summit 
Road, will set the stage for motorists to start paying to stay on the highway. The Sh150 billion contract, which will be 
awarded in May, will see construction of the 180-kilometer road start in November and run for three years. The plan is 
to collect funds that will be used to maintain the country’s major arteries such as Mombasa-Nairobi highway, the Nairobi 
Southern by-pass, Thika Super Highway as well as the Nairobi-Nakuru-Mau Summit highway. 
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ASIA AND OCEANIA 
GOVERNMENT TO INTRODUCE PROGRESSIVE TARIFFS FOR TOLL ROADS  
www.thejakartapost.com/news/2018/05/11/government-to-introduce-progressive-tariffs-for-toll-roads.html 

The government plans to introduce progressive tariffs for toll roads, particularly in Greater Jakarta, in trying to ease 
traffic congestion. The Greater Jakarta Transportation Management Authority (BPTJ) will also consider applying an 
electronic road pricing (ERP) mechanism on other roads, according to BPTJ head Bambang Prihartono. With progressive 
tariffs, drivers will pay higher fees when toll roads are busy and enjoy lower fees when traffic is smooth. 

SAUDI ARABIA AIMS TO BUILD BUSES, OPERATE TOLL ROADS: TRANSPORT MINISTER 
https://in.reuters.com/article/saudi-economy-transport/saudi-arabia-aims-to-build-buses-operate-toll-roads-transport-
minister-idINKBN1I70B6?il=0 

Saudi Arabia has held preliminary discussions with foreign firms about manufacturing buses domestically and plans to 
convert part of its highway system into toll roads to help make its transport system more efficient, the transport minister 
said. 

“We are developing the public transport system with a lot of buses, so we want to see how we can leverage this to 
develop domestic industry,” Nabeel al-Amudi said in an interview on the sidelines of a business conference in Jeddah. 

EUROPE 
NEW TOLL COLLECTION SYSTEM COMING TO CROATIAN MOTORWAYS 
www.total-croatia-news.com/business/27363-changes-coming-for-toll-payments-on-croatian-motorways 

Four bidders have sent their offers to prepare a study for the development of an electronic toll collection system. The 
Ministry of the Sea, Transport and Infrastructure in Croatia has received four bids for its public tender for expression of 
interest for drafting a study on the development of electronic toll collection system in Croatia, which is part of the project 
of modernization and restructuring of the road sector. 

DARSGO SYSTEM 
www.darsgo.si/portal/en/novice#novica 

On April 1, 2018, the Republic of Slovenia has implemented the electronic tolling of vehicles whose maximum 
permissible weight exceeds 3.5 tons. Tolling is made possible with the help of a special DarsGo unit, which is installed 
in the vehicle. The entire motorway and expressway network with the total length of 618 km is divided into 126 toll 
sections. Each section hosts a tolling gantry above the motorway, through which a vehicle passes. 

AMSTERDAM TO TOLL CARS IN CITY CENTER 
https://nltimes.nl/2018/05/03/amsterdam-toll-cars-city-center 

The Amsterdam College of mayor and aldermen submitted a proposal to impose a toll on cars in the city center. They 
believe that making motorists pay to drive through the city center will be an effective measure to reduce traffic in the 
area, AD reports. This proposal was made based on the results of a large-scale license plate survey on the south and 
west side of the city center. 
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NORTH AMERICA 
KAPSCH TO UPGRADE MARYLAND’S TOLL COLLECTION EQUIPMENT 
www.itsinternational.com/categories/charging-tolling/news/kapsch-to-upgrade-marylands-toll-collection-equipment/ 

Kapsch TrafficCom will replace all the Maryland Transportation Authority’s (MDTA’s) roadside tolling equipment. For the 
upgrade, valued $67m (£47m), Kapsch will utilize radio-frequency identification (RFID) toll readers, automated number 
plate recognition (ANPR) cameras and scanners in the mixed-mode lanes. The company will also install its stereoscopic 
vehicle detection and classification sensor (nVDC) in the all-electronic toll lanes. 

KAPSCH TO DELIVER CUSTOMER SERVICE SYSTEM IN GEORGIA 
www.itsinternational.com/categories/charging-tolling/news/kapsch-to-deliver-customer-service-system-in-georgia/ 

Kapsch TrafficCom’s Customer Service System (CSS) will be used by the Georgia State Road and Tollway Authority 
(SRTA) to process electronic toll and parking transactions. The modular product is also intended to provide an 
interoperability platform for future multi-modal service invoicing. The back-office solution will be deployed with the 
intention of allowing SRTA to offer drivers a seamless experience by processing transactions for all of its toll facilities as 
well as support partner facilities within a single user account. 

TECHNOLOGY 
AFRICA 
EGYPT-BASED SMART MOBILITY APP RAISES $8 MILLION IN FUNDING 
www.forbesmiddleeast.com/en/egypt-based-swvl-raises-8-million-in-series-a-funding/ 

Swvl, the Egyptian app-based mass transit system, announced an $8 million Series A that was led by regional venture 
fund BECO Capital, Africa-based investor DiGAME and global VC fund Silicon Badia. Other VC firms Raed Ventures, 
Arzan VC, Oman Technology Fund, and chairman of EDventure Holdings Esther Dyson, also participated in the round. 
The round comes as both primary and secondary. “The $8 million round is the biggest round of funding for a tech start 
up in Egypt and one of the biggest rounds in the Middle East,” said Mostafa Kandil, co-founder and CEO of Swvl. With 
the funding, Swvl will solidify its position in Egypt and establish the company as a global leader in the affordable smart 
mobility space, offering fixed routes for a fixed flat fare at prices that are up to 80 percent cheaper than on-demand 
ride-hailing services. 

OUR SPEED GADGET CAN TAME ROAD CARNAGE 
www.businessdailyafrica.com/corporate/tech/Our-speed-gadget-can-tame-road-carnage/4258474-4541252-
13noerfz/index.html 

Two young men in Nyeri County have devised a speed monitoring device that they say will help cut road accidents as it 
cautions drivers against hazards on the highway. Colin Mundia and Patrick Mukunga have designed a system dubbed 
“Speed Master” that will primarily monitor vehicle’s location and determine the speed limit applicable in that particular 
area. A breach of speed limit will see the system alert the authorities and fine the offender instantly. 
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ASIA AND OCEANIA 
DUBAI TO LAUNCH DIGITAL VEHICLE NUMBER PLATES 
www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-43710817 

Drivers in Dubai may soon be using digital number plates under new plans. In a trial starting next month, vehicles will be 
fitted with smart plates with digital screens, GPS and transmitters. The new plates will be able to inform emergency 
services if a driver has an accident. Dubai has recently spearheaded a number of new transport initiatives as it seeks to 
become an international technology hub. 

ELECTRONIC ROAD PRICING TURNED 20 IN APRIL: NOTABLE MILESTONES OVER THE YEARS 
www.straitstimes.com/singapore/transport/electronic-road-pricing-turns-20-in-april-notable-milestones-over-the-years 

Singapore's Electronic Road Pricing (ERP) – touted as the world's first electronic toll system of its kind – turned 20 this 
in April. While most drivers believe that the ERP has influenced their travel patterns significantly, going by a recent poll 
by The Straits Times and the Automobile Association of Singapore, many remain skeptical about its effectiveness in 
controlling congestion. Since it was implemented here in 1998, other countries have gone on to adopt similar systems. 
Recently, Jakarta said it is aiming to introduce ERP in 2019. 

EUROPE 
SWEDEN UNVEILS ELECTRIFIED ROAD TO CHARGE VEHICLES WHILE DRIVING 
www.itsinternational.com/sections/general/news/sweden-unveils-electrified-road-to-charge-vehicles-while-driving/ 

Swedish minister for infrastructure Tomas Eneroth and director general of the Swedish transport administration Lena 
Erixon attended the inauguration of an electrified road outside of Stockholm, on April 11th. The eRoadArlanda will aim to 
enable commercial and passenger vehicles to be recharged to help make fossil-free transportation a reality. Around 
2km of electric rail has been installed along public road 893 between the Arlanda Cargo Terminal and the Rosersberg 
logistics area. The solution transfers energy to the vehicle from a rail in the road through a moveable arm. Electric 
trucks will use the road. 

MAAS APP WHIM ‘TO COVER 60 COUNTRIES IN NEXT FIVE YEARS’ 
www.itsinternational.com/sections/transmart/news/maas-app-whim-to-cover-60-countries-in-next-five-years/ 

Whim, the Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) app which gives users access to transport packages on a pay-as-you-go or 
monthly subscription basis, has announced ambitious growth plans. “Within the next five years, we want to cover 60 
countries,” Whim co-founder Kaj Pyyhtia told ITS International. At present Whim, which is owned by MaaS Global, is 
available in just two countries but Pyyhtia insists the target is achievable. The service was launched in Birmingham, UK, 
last week, to cover the West Midlands region, and has been running for two years in Helsinki, Finland. It is due to launch 
in Antwerp, Belgium, covering the Flanders area, shortly. 

NORTH AMERICA 
OPTIBUS LAUNCHES AI SOLUTION TO HELP TRANSIT OPERATORS REDUCE SERVICE DELAYS 
www.itsinternational.com/categories/utc/news/optibus-launches-ai-solution-to-help-transit-operators-reduce-service-
delays/ 

Technology company Optibus has launched its artificial intelligence optimization solution to help transit operators reduce 
delays and provide an improved service for passengers. Called On Time, the platform's proprietary algorithms analyze 
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data created during daily transit operations and help transit operators determine issues that impact a timely service – 
such as rush hour traffic, driver behavior and vehicle type. The system collects and analyses historical operational data 
from GPS systems and other external sources to detect potential delays and present alternative scenarios for scheduling 
changes and vehicle resource allocation. In addition, the company says the platform identifies the cost implications of 
these changes and creates a cost effective and punctual transit plan. 

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT INVESTS IN ELECTRIC BUS INFRASTRUCTURE 
www.itsinternational.com/sections/transmart/news/canadian-government-invests-in-electric-bus-infrastructure/ 

The government of Canada will invest CAN$1.2m into the South Coast British Columbia Transportation Authority’s 
(TransLink’s) demonstration project to install overhead charging stations for electric buses in Vancouver. The funding 
follows a commitment to support initiatives that provide citizens with more options for environmentally friendly driving. 

FINANCE AND FUNDING 
AFRICA 
LINKING KENYA AND UGANDA WITH A NEW ROAD PROJECT 
www.worldhighways.com/categories/road-highway-structures/features/linking-kenya-and-uganda-with-a-new-road-
project/ 

Rainfall patterns and type of soil in an agricultural rich area shared by the neighboring East African countries of Kenya 
and Uganda was a key consideration in arriving at the decision to upgrade to bitumen standards 73km of the 118km 
Kapchorwa-Kitale road that links the two countries. […] The Ugandan Government sought parliament’s approval of a 
US$105.7 million loan from the African Development Bank (AfDB) for the road project. 

MOZAMBIQUE ROAD DEVELOPMENT RECEIVES FUNDING 
www.worldhighways.com/categories/auctions-equipment-supply-servicing-finance/news/mozambique-road-
development-receives-funding/ 

Financing worth US$150 million is being provided by the World Bank, which will be used to help pay for road 
development work in Mozambique. The funding will be aimed at upgrades to roads in Mozambique’s Nampula and 
Zambezia Provinces. One of the key upgrades will be to a 70km section of the road connecting Namacurra with 
Quelimane. The aim of the work is to improve transport for the agricultural sector in the respective provinces. 

ASIA AND OCEANIA 
TOLL ROAD OPERATORS FALL ON WORRIES ABOUT REVAMP 
www.thestar.com.my/business/business-news/2018/05/18/toll-road-operators-fall-on-worries-about-revamp/ 

KUALA LUMPUR: Share prices of toll road operators fell on investors’ worries about a revamp in the toll structure by the 
new Federal Government. […] StarBiz reported that changes to toll charges on expressways would impact 
concessionaires and the national finances. While it remains unclear whether the new administration plans to remove toll 
charges entirely, ending tolls in stages or to pursue a toll rate restructuring will have some impact on concessionaires, 
bond holders and the government’s own purse strings. 
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AUSTRALIAN STATES RECEIVING FEDERAL FUNDING FOR TRANSPORT 
www.worldhighways.com/categories/auctions-equipment-supply-servicing-finance/news/australian-states-receiving-
federal-funding-for-transport/ 

Federal funds will help finance transport infrastructure upgrades in the Australian states of Victoria, Tasmania and South 
Australia. Road and rail projects will be carried out in all three states, with the road works intended to cut congestion 
and improve journey times. Victoria State is planning a transport budget of US$5.88 billion (A$7.8 billion), with key 
projects including $1.32 billion for the North East Link Road and widening a stretch of the Princes Highway between 
Traralgon and Sale for $99.5 million. 

EUROPE 
BIDDING STRONG FOR SLOVENIA TUNNEL PROJECT 
www.worldhighways.com/categories/road-highway-structures/news/bidding-strong-for-slovenia-tunnel-project/ 

Bidding is strong for a project to build the new Karavanke tunnel in Slovenia, with the award due soon and construction 
expected to commence in 2018. So far nine bids have been received for the link, which lies close to Slovenia’s border 
with Austria. A bid of €89.3 million has been made by the Turkish contractor Cengiz Insaat, while at the other end of the 
scale a bid of €140 million has come from a partnership of Slovenian firm Pomgrad and Swiss company Marti. A 
partnership comprising Implenia Österreich, Implenia Switzerland and Slovenian firm CGP Novo Mesto has bid of 
€114.8 million, while a partnership between Slovenian company Gorenjska Gradbena Družba and Czech contractor 
Metrostav bid of €104.4 million. 

GERMANY EXPECTS BIG INCREASE IN REVENUES FROM TRUCK TOLLS 
https://uk.reuters.com/article/germany-transport/germany-expects-big-increase-in-revenues-from-truck-tolls-
idUKL8N1RU61T 

Germany expects sharply higher revenues from lorry tolls in 2018 after charges were expanded to all 40,000 km of 
federal roads this year in line with EU guidelines, Transport Minister Andreas Scheuer said on Tuesday. […] the ministry 
was projecting around 7.2 billion euros in annual revenues from the truck toll in coming years, meaning it now expects 
to collect 36 billion euros in all by the end of 2022 for road construction and maintenance. 

NORTH AMERICA 
MILEAGE-BASED USER FEES CAN REPLACE GAS TAXES, EVENTUALLY 
https://reason.org/commentary/mileage-based-user-fees-can-replace-gas-taxes-eventually/ 

States need to continue testing and developing vehicle-miles traveled fee systems. A mileage-based user fee may be 
more effective than a gas tax increase, write Rebeca Castaneda and Baruch Feigenbaum of the Reason Foundation. A 
2017 study of a pilot mileage-based fee in Oregon found that "the system works" and pointed out areas for 
improvement, such as distinguishing between public and private roads. 

OUT-OF-STATE DRIVERS OWE MASSDOT $15 MILLION IN MA TURNPIKE TOLLS UNDER GANTRY SYSTEM 
www.masslive.com/politics/index.ssf/2018/04/out-of-state_drivers_owe_massd.html 

Out-of-state drivers traveling along the Massachusetts Turnpike without E-ZPass transponders owe the state more than 
$15 million in uncollected tolls and fees – payments the Massachusetts Department of Transportation is largely unable 
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to collect. MassDOT reported that more than two million out-of-state drivers had traveled on Interstate 90 without 
transponders under the new system, which replaced toll plazas with scanners mounted atop gantries. 

PUERTO RICO INFRASTRUCTURE REBUILD BUDGET SECURED 
www.worldhighways.com/categories/auctions-equipment-supply-servicing-finance/news/puerto-rico-infrastructure-
rebuild-budget-secured/ 

Funding for major infrastructure rebuilding work in Puerto Rico has now been secured. The US Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) has provided a budget of US$135 million, which will be used to repair roads and bridges 
in Puerto Rico that were damaged by hurricane Maria. This budget should be sufficient to pay for 90 percent of the work 
needed. However, the source of the remaining 10 percent of the infrastructure repair budget has yet to be announced. 

SOUTH AMERICA 
TIME EXTENSION FOR PARAGUAY PROJECT FINANCING 
www.worldhighways.com/categories/auctions-equipment-supply-servicing-finance/news/time-extension-for-paraguay-
project-financing/ 

A time extension has been offered to the consortium that will build Paraguay’s Ruta 2 and Ruta 7 highway projects. This 
extended period has been authorized by Paraguay’s Ministry of Public Works and Communications (MOPC). The 
highway contract is being handled by the Rutas del Este consortium, which is made up of the contractors Mota Engil, 
Ocho A and Sacyr. Originally the financing package for the highway deal was to have been in place by April 14, 2018. 
However, the consortium’s deadline for the PPP project has now been extended to October 2018. The contract involves 
building 149km of highway and is expected to cost US$527 million. The consortium has been handling negotiations 
over loans for the project, with the Inter-American Development Bank (IADB) being involved as one of the potential 
backers. 

POLICY AND LEGISLATION 
AFRICA 
OUTA GOVERNANCE IS ‘OUT OF LINE’ 
https://mg.co.za/article/2018-04-26-00-outa-governance-is-out-of-line 

The Organization Undoing Tax Abuse (Outa), a champion of good governance at state bodies, has itself experienced 
major internal governance issues, according to documents obtained by the Mail & Guardian. In the past 18 months, 
Outa has seen the exit of five directors and a chief operating officer. Four of the directors and the chief operating officer 
left Outa within a year of joining. Originally called the Opposition to Urban Tolling Alliance, Outa challenged the e-tolls 
system implemented by the South African National Road Agency Limited (Sanral) in Gauteng.  

NEW REGIONAL MANAGER WANTS TO EXTEND SANRAL’S COOPERATION WITH ROADS INDUSTRY 
http://pressoffice.mg.co.za/SANRAL/PressRelease.php?StoryID=282735 

Sanral intends to extend its consultation and communication with industry players in the built and engineering 
environments to ensure a greater understanding of its strategic objectives. […] Sanral has adopted a new long-term 
strategy, Horizon 2030, to redefine its objectives at the start of its third decade as the agency responsible for the design 
and management of South Africa's primary road network. 
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ASIA AND OCEANIA 
ADANI-LED CONSORTIUM WINS CHHATTISGARH HIGHWAY PROJECT 
www.worldhighways.com/categories/auctions-equipment-supply-servicing-finance/news/adani-led-consortium-wins-
chhattisgarh-highway-project/ 

A consortium led by Adani Enterprises has won a US$175 million highway contract in Chhattisgarh from the National 
Highways Authority of India. Work in Chhattisgarh, one of India’s 29 states, will be done under a 15-year Hybrid Annuity 
Model and take nearly two years. Chhattisgarh is heavily forested with many rivers and dramatic waterfalls, making it 
one of India’s major supplier of hydro-electricity. The deal is the Adani Group's first project in transport infrastructure, 
according to a report by India’s Business Standard newspaper. 

VIETNAM TOLL ROAD OPERATOR WANTS METRO PACIFIC TO RAISE INVESTMENT 
http://thestandard.com.ph/business/corporate/264979/vietnam-toll-road-operator-wants-metro-pacific-to-raise-
investment.html 

Vietnam toll road operator CII Bridges and Roads Investment Joint Stock Co. is seeking additional capital from Filipino 
investor Metro Pacific Tollways Corp. Pham The Chinh, general director of Ho Chi Minh City-based CII B&R, said his 
company would ask MPTC to invest an additional $50 million to fund Ha Noi Highway Expansion BOT project and Binh 
Trieu 2 Bridge (Part 2–Phase 2) BOT project. 

EUROPE 
TELEKOM, DAIMLER SETTLE TRUCK TOLL DISPUTE WITH GERMAN GOVERNMENT 
www.reuters.com/article/us-germany-transportation-toll-collect/telekom-daimler-settle-truck-toll-dispute-with-german-
government-idUSKCN1IH2MH 

A consortium that owns motorway truck toll company Toll Collect has agreed to pay the German government 3.2 billion 
euros ($3.8 billion) to settle a dispute over the late introduction of the system, Deutsche Telekom and Daimler said. The 
deal was first reported by German business newspaper Handelsblatt, which quoted government sources. 

The government in 2004 sought damages from Toll Collect – which is 45 percent-owned by German carmaker Daimler, 
45 percent by Deutsche Telekom and 10 percent by Vinci unit Cofiroute – over delays to the introduction of the world’s 
first satellite-based truck toll system. 

EUROPE ON THE MOVE: COMMISSION COMPLETES ITS AGENDA FOR SAFE, CLEAN AND CONNECTED 
MOBILITY 
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-18-3708_en.htm 

The Juncker Commission is undertaking the third and final set of actions to modernize Europe's transport system. […] 
The objective is to allow all Europeans to benefit from safer traffic, less polluting vehicles and more advanced 
technological solutions, while supporting the competitiveness of the EU industry. To this end, today's initiatives include 
an integrated policy for the future of road safety with measures for vehicles and infrastructure safety; the first ever CO2 
standards for heavy-duty vehicles; a strategic Action Plan for the development and manufacturing of batteries in Europe 
and a forward-looking strategy on connected and automated mobility. With this third 'Europe on the Move', the 
Commission is completing its ambitious agenda for the modernization of mobility. 
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NORTH AMERICA 
COMMERCE SECRETARY WILBUR ROSS SAYS TRUMP IS CONSIDERING RAISING GAS TAXES 
www.cnbc.com/2018/02/22/trump-is-open-to-raising-gas-taxes-says-commerce-sec-wilbur-ross.html 

U.S. Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross on Thursday confirmed that President Donald Trump is open to raising federal 
fuel taxes, saying it's logical to charge drivers for road improvements. Three years ago, Ross denounced calls to raise 
the gas tax, saying it would hurt the middle class. But he is now part of an administration faced with the challenge of 
funding its $1.5 trillion infrastructure plan. 

LAWMAKERS SHOULD PURSUE VEHICLE MILEAGE TAX TO SAVE HIGHWAY TRUST FUND: STUDY 
http://thehill.com/policy/transportation/infrastructure/384680-lawmakers-should-pursue-vehicle-mileage-tax-to-save 

Lawmakers should pursue a vehicle-mileage tax to rescue the struggling Highway Trust Fund, a right-leaning think tank 
argues in a new study. The American Action Forum (AAF) makes the case for a mileage-based tax and provides other 
suggestions for a long-term fix to the ailing fund, which pays for road projects and is headed for another shortfall at the 
end of 2020. “A mileage-based tax is a more stable alternative to the gas tax. Immediate implementation of a federal 
mileage-based tax, however, is unrealistic,” the study says. 

SOUTH AMERICA 
BRAZIL ROAD CONCESSIONS FACE TENDER PROBLEMS 
www.worldhighways.com/categories/auctions-equipment-supply-servicing-finance/news/brazil-road-concessions-face-
tender-problems/ 

Brazil’s Federal Government is keen to open a series of road projects to tenders but is facing several setbacks. However, 
the country’s state governments are now pushing ahead with projects instead. Around US$4.38 billion worth of road 
concessions are planned by state governments, for some 5,000km of routes in all. These would include road upgrade 
and maintenance works, with concessions of up to 30 years. 

COMPLEX COLOMBIA CAPITAL CONTRACT CONSIDERED 
www.worldhighways.com/categories/road-highway-structures/news/complex-colombia-capital-contract-considered/ 

A complex construction contract is being considered for Colombia’s capital, Bogota. Work is expected to commence for 
the Avenida Longitudinal de Occidente (ALO) south road project in 2019. This 24km dual carriageway link will be 
complex to construct as it will feature 46 bridges, as well as two intersections. Construction work is expected to cost in 
the region of US$336 million. 
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INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRY EVENTS CALENDAR 
2018 
IBTTA 2019 Conference Planning Ideas Roundtable 
Portland, Oregon, USA, July 22, 2018 
www.IBTTA.org 

IBTTA Summit on Finance & Policy 
Portland, Oregon, USA, July 22-24, 2018 
www.IBTTA.org/portland 

IBTTA Global Tolling Summit 
Salzburg, Austria, September 5-7, 2018 
www.IBTTA.org/salzburg 

25th World Congress on ITS 
Copenhagen, Denmark, September 17-21, 2018 
www.itsworldcongress.com 

IBTTA Board of Directors & Committee Meetings 
Baltimore, Maryland, USA, October 12-14, 2018 
www.IBTTA.org 

IBTTA 86th Annual Meeting & Exhibition 
Baltimore, Maryland, USA, October 14-16, 2018 
www.IBTTA.org/baltimore 

2019 
IBTTA AET, Managed Lanes & Technology Summit 
Orlando, Florida, USA, March 31 – April 2, 2019 
www.IBTTA.org/orlando 

IBTTA 87th Annual Meeting & Exhibition 
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada, September 15-17, 2019 
www.IBTTA.org/halifax 

IBTTA Global Summit of Portugal 
Lisbon, Portugal, October 27-29, 2019 
www.IBTTA.org/lisbon 
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GLOSSARY 

AA Automobile Association 

ABB Asea Brown Boveri 

ADB Asian Development Bank 

AET All-Electronic Toll 

AfDB African Development Bank 

AAF American Action Forum 

AG Stock company 

AI Artificial Intelligence 

ALPR Automatic License Plate Recognition 

ALO Avenida Longitudinal de Occidente 

ANPR Automated Number Plate Recognition 

ARRB Australian Road Research Group 

ASECAP Association euro penne des concessionnaires d’autoroutes et d’ouvrages à péage – European 
Association of Operators of Toll Road Infrastructures 

AV Autonomous Vehicle 

AVI Automatic Vehicle Identification 

BOOT Build-Own-Operate-Transfer 

BOT Build-Operate-Transfer 

BPTJ Greater Jakarta Transportation Management Authority 

CABEI Central American Bank for Economic Integration 

CAGR Compound Annual Growth Rate 

CAV Connected and Autonomous Vehicle 

CCCC China Communications Construction Company 

CCR SA Companhia de Concessões Rodoviárias 

CCTV Closed Circuit Control Center 

CEO Chief Executive Officer 

C-ITS Cooperative Intelligent Transportation Systems 

CO2 Carbon Dioxide 

COP Climate Change Summit 

CRBC China Roads and Bridges Company 

CRT Concessionária Rio Teresópolis 

CSIR Council of Scientific and Industrial Research 

CSS Customer Service System 
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CTR Austin’s Center for Transportation Research 

DC District of Columbia 

DDI Diverging Diamond Interchange 

DG Environment Directorate-General for Environment 

DG MOVE European Commission's Directorate-General for Mobility and Transport 

DOT Department of Transportation 

DPR Detailed Project Report 

DRC Democratic Republic of Congo 

DSRC Dedicated Short-Range Communication 

EBRD European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

EC European Commission 

ECERDC East Coast Economic Region Development Council 

EETS European Electronic Toll Service 

EGNOS European Geostationary Navigation Overlay System 

EIB European Investment Bank 

EP European Parliament 

EPC Engineering, Procurement and Construction 

ERF European Union Road Federation 

ERP Electronic Road Pricing 

ETC Electronic Toll Collection 

EU European Union 

EV Electronic Vehicles 

FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency 

FETC Far East Electronic Toll Collection Company 

FHWA Federal Highway Administration 

FIA Federation Internationale de l’Automobile 

GALILEO European satellite navigation system 

GDOT Georgia Department of Transportation 

GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System 

GPS Global Positioning System 

HMI Human Machine Interface 

HOT High Occupancy Toll 

HOV lane High Occupancy Vehicle lane 

IADB Inter-American Development Bank 
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IBTTA International Bridge, Tunnel and Turnpike Association 

IEC International Electro Technical Commission 

IIRSA Initiative for the Integration of the Regional Infrastructure of South America 

INEA Innovation and Networks Executive Agency 

IoT Internet of Things 

ISO International Organization for Standardization 

ITC International Trade Commission 

ITF International Transport Forum 

ITS Intelligent Traffic System 

ITSSA Intelligent Transport Society of South Africa 

JLR Jaguar Land Rover 

KFD National Road Fund 

KPC Kuantan Port City 

KURA Kenya Urban Roads Authority 

LTA La Trobe Autonobus 

MaaS Mobility-as-as-Service 

MdTA Maryland Transportation Authority  

MOPC Ministry of Public Works Commission 

MOT Ministry of Transport 

NHAI National Highways Authority of India 

NPRA Norwegian Public Roads Administration 

NTE North Tarrant Express 

nVDC Vehicle Detection and Classification Sensor  

OBE/OBU On Board Equipment/On Board Unit 

OCTA Orange County Transportation Authority 

OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 

ORT Open Road Tolling 

OUTA Organization Undoing Tax Abuse 

PANYNJ The Port Authority of New York & New Jersey 

PIARC Association Mondale de la Route – World Road Association 

PKM Peshawar-Karachi Motorway 

PPP Public-Private Partnership 

RACV Royal Automobile Club of Victoria 

RFID Radio Frequency Identification 
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RIA Road Infrastructure Agency 

RIDOT Rhode Island Department of Transportation 

RMS Roads and Maritime Services 

RSU Road Site Units 

SANRAL South African National Roads Agency Ltd. 

SCDOT South Carolina Department of Transportation 

SRTA State Road and Tollway Authority 

SUMP Sustainable Urban Mobility Planning 

SwRI Southwest Research Institute 

TCC Traffic Control Center 

TEN-T Trans-European Transport Network 

TMETC Tata Motors European Technical Center 

TMT Technology, Media and Telecommunications 

TRA Transport Research Arena 

TRB Transportation Research Board 

TRY Turkish Lira 

TTI Texas A&M Transportation Institute 

TxDOT Texas Department of Transportation 

UAS Unmanned Aerial Systems 

UHF Ultra-High-Frequency 

UK United Kingdom 

UN United Nations 

UNECE Economic Commission of the United Nations for Europe 

US United States of America 

V2I Vehicle-to-Infrastructure 

V2V Vehicle-to-Vehicle 

V2X Vehicle-to-Everything 

VAT Value Added Tax 

VW Volkswagen 

WHSD Western High-Speed Diameter 

WIM Weigh In Motion 

 


